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Possible Spin Polarization in a One-Dimensional Electron Gas
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In zero magnetic field, conductance measurements of clean one-dimensional (1D) constr
defined in GaAsyAlGaAs heterostructures show up to 26 quantized ballistic plateaus, as well
structure close to0.7s2e2yhd. In an in-plane magnetic field all the 1D subbands show linear Zee
splitting, and in the wide channel limit theg factor is j g j 0.4, close to that of bulk GaAs. For the
last subband, spin splitting originates from the structure at0.7s2e2yhd, indicating spin polarization at
B  0. The measured enhancement of theg factor as the subbands are depopulated suggests tha
“0.7 structure” is induced by electron-electron interactions. [S0031-9007(96)00520-0]

PACS numbers: 71.70.Ej, 71.18.+y, 73.20.Dx, 73.40.Kp
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The application of a negative voltage to lithographica
defined gates over a GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructure allo
the underlying two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG)
be electrostatically squeezed into a particular shape
This has allowed the study of one-dimensional transp
phenomena [2], where, if the mean free path is lar
than the effective channel length, it is possible to obse
ballistic one-dimensional (1D) conductance plateaus [3

Interaction effects may be significant in a clean on
dimensional single-mode electron gas, giving rise,
example, to new crystal [5,6] and liquid states [7
For long-range1yr interactions between electrons a 1
Wigner crystal is expected [5] to occur when the 1
carrier density is much less than thesBohr radiusd21.
For short-range interactions a clean 1D system may
modeled as a Tomonaga-Luttinger (TL) liquid, where
is predicted [8] that the conductance will be renormaliz
to G  Ks2e2yhd, with a parameterK . 1 for attractive
interactions,K , 1 for repulsive interactions, andK  1
for a noninteracting electron gas. Other theories [9–
suggest that conductance renormalization will not oc
because the measured contact resistance is determine
the noninteracting electrons that are injected into the w

With the exception of recent results [12], phenome
observed at zero magnetic field in clean 1D GaAs wi
have been interpreted within a single-electron picture.
ing a modified TL liquid theory [13] that accounts fo
disorder scattering, Tarucha, Honda, and Saku [12] m
sured an interaction parameterK ø 0.7 from temperature
studies of wires longer than2 mm. However, this is not
supported by the presence of a renormalized conducta
quantization. Experimentally, residual impurity scatteri
and weak resonance effects make it difficult to interp
small changes inG as interaction effects.

In this paper we present two pieces of experimen
evidence that suggest that interaction effects are impor
in clean split-gate devices. First, as the number of
subbands decreases, we have measured an enhanc
of the in-plane electrong factor over its bulk GaAs
value. Second, in zero magnetic field we have obser
reproducible structure at approximately0.7s2e2yhd. We
0031-9007y96y77(1)y135(4)$10.00
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show that this0.7 structureis an intrinsic property of a 1D
channel at low densities, and that its origin could be rela
to spin.

Previously from measurements [14] of the transcond
tancedGydVg we have determinedgk, the in-planeg fac-
tor when the magnetic field$B is applied parallel to the
current $j through a ballistic 1D constriction. A zero i
dGydVg corresponds to a conductance plateau, whe
a peak corresponds to the step region between plate
The magnitude (but not the sign) ofgk was determined
from a comparison of the splitting of a transconductan
peak in an in-plane magnetic field with that induced by
applied source-drain voltageVsd. When the gate voltage
separation of given peaks indGydVg of the two measure-
ments are the same, theg factor is determined by equatin
the two energy scales [14],

eVsd  2gmBBS , (1)

wheremB is the Bohr magneton andS  1y2. When two
and three 1D subbands are occupied, the measured
gk factors were 1.08 and 1.04, respectively. In this ear
experiment it was not possible to measureg' (in-plane
magnetic field$B applied perpendicular to$j).

We have investigated ballistic 1D constrictions defin
in high mobility 2DEGs, formed at a modulation-dope
GaAsyAl 0.33Ga0.67As heterostructure grown on a (100
GaAs substrate. Sample A (Figs. 1 and 2) is a split-g
device of lithographic widthW  0.75 mm and lengthL 
0.4 mm, defined above a 2DEG of depth2770 Å,
which after illumination with a red light-emitting
diode has a carrier density ofns  1.8 3 1011 cm22 and
a low-temperature mobility ofm  4.5 3 106 cm2yV s.
Sample B (Figs. 3 and 4) is a device withW  0.95 mm
and L  0.4 mm, defined above a 2DEG of dept
3170 Å, which hasns  1.4 3 1011 cm22 and m  3.5 3

106 cm2yV s after illumination. Similar 1D constrictions
have shown [15] an absence of resonant structures on
quantized conductance plateaus, demonstrating the lac
potential fluctuations within the 1D constriction. The 1
subband structure was also probed [15] using a sou
drain voltage of up toVsd  4 mV. For all subbands
© 1996 The American Physical Society 135
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FIG. 1. (I) Gate voltageGsVgd characteristics showing 2
conductance plateaus quantized in units of2e2yh. (II) The gate
characteristics (offset by0.3 V for clarity) in a magnetic field
of 11 T. Insets: (a) detail of the structure at0.7s2e2yhd; (b) the
in-planeg factors as a function of subband index, as obtain
from the Zeeman splitting at8.2 T.

the splitting of the transconductance peaks was linea
Vsd, indicating thatVsd does not perturb the electrosta
confinement potential within the constriction. We sh
rely on this result when we use Eq. (1) to measure b
gk andg' for all 26 1D subbands.

Low temperature measurements of the two-term
conductance,GsVgd  dIydV , were performed using a
excitation voltage of10 mV at a frequency of71 Hz. Mea-
surements in an in-plane magnetic field were carried

FIG. 2. Transconductance tracesdGydVg of the transition
betweenG  0 and 2e2yh as a function ofBk. The traces
have been vertically offset for clarity. The inset shows the g
voltage splittingdVg of the transconductance peak positions
a function ofBk.
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FIG. 3. The evolution of the structure at0.7s2e2yhd into
a step ate2yh in a parallel magnetic fieldBk  0 2 13 T,
in steps of 1 T. For clarity, successive traces have be
horizontally offset by0.015 V.

with the field applied either parallelsBkd or perpendicu-
lar sB'd to the currentj through the constriction. Th
results presented here are qualitatively the same for
field orientations. To check for an out-of-plane magne
field component due to misalignment, we monitored
Hall voltage; from such measurements we were able
align the samples to better than1±. All the results pre-
sented in this paper were reproducible on different sam
cooldowns, and have been observed in a variety of dev
fabricated on different wafers. The bulk 2DEG resistan
changes withB, and so conductance sweeps have been
rected by choosing a series resistance (typically less

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the0.7 structurecom-
pared to the quantized plateau at2e2yh.
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2 kV) that will match the last spin-degenerate plateau
the quantized value of2e2yh.

Trace I in Fig. 1 shows the gate characteristicsGsVgd
of sample A in zero magnetic field. With decreasin
gate voltageVg the constriction is narrowed, and
conductance step of2e2yh is observed each time a spin
degenerate 1D subband is depopulated [3,4]. In addi
to the last plateau at2e2yh, trace I shows a weak structur
close to0.7s2e2yhd; inset (a) in Fig. 1 shows the deta
of this 0.7 structureat 600 mK. We have observed this
feature in many 1D constrictions and previously we ha
commented [16] on this reproducible structure, both in o
devices and in others.

We shall first present the magnetic field properties
the higher conductance plateaus, where the applica
of a magnetic field in the plane of the 2DEG lifts th
spin degeneracy of the 1D subbands [3]. Trace II
Fig. 1 shows the gate characteristics obtained in a para
field of Bk  11 T. For Vg , 24 V, additional spin-split
plateaus are interleaved between those observed atBk  0.
For Vg . 24 V the Zeeman energy is comparable to t
subband spacings, and both sets of spin-split plate
cannot be easily resolved. Inset (b) of Fig. 1 sho
gk and g' for all 26 subbands, measured using Eq. (
at 8.2 T; similar results were obtained at12 T. Three
features are clear: First, there is little in-plane anisotro
of the g factor. Second, when the constriction is ve
wide gk ø g' ø 0.4, close to the valuej g j  0.44 of bulk
GaAs [17]. Third, as the subband index decreases,gk and
g' increase.

When the channel is just defined, it is wide with a carr
density equal to that of the bulk 2DEG and the electrosta
confinement which can be described by a square-w
potential. In this limit the channel can be considered
be more 2D than 1D, and the measurement of ag factor
close to that of bulk GaAs provides compelling eviden
for the validity of the energy splitting technique [14]. A
Vg is made more negative the constriction narrows,
confinement potential becomes more rounded, the ca
density within the channel is reduced, and, for the l
few occupied subbands, the anisotropy of the confinem
within the channel can be described by a saddle-po
potential [18]. We, however, observe little anisotrop
of the in-planeg factor as the number of subbands
reduced, and we believe that electron-electron interacti
are responsible for the enhancement ofgk and g'. This
interpretation is in contrast to that [19] in much narrow
s,100 Åd 1D wires, where$k ? $p theory can account for
the measured in-plane anisotropy of theg factor.

In Figs. 2 and 3 we present transconductancesdGydVgd
and conductance traces that show the behavior of the0.7
structure in a strong in-plane magnetic field. Figure
shows transconductance data obtained by numerical dif
entiation of conductance sweepsGsVgd measured in fields
of Bk  0 to 13 T. Because of the presence of the0.7
structureat Bk  0, there is a satellite peak, marked wit
a star, on the right hand side of the main transconducta
n
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peak that accompanies the transition fromG  0 to 2e2yh.
As Bk is increased in steps of1 T, the satellite peak grows
in intensity and the two peaks separate. AtBk  13 T
the two peaks have roughly equal integrated areas,
the zero between the two transconductance peaks c
sponds to the spin-split conductance plateau ate2yh. As
a function ofBk there is a parabolic shift of both transco
ductance peaks to more positive gate voltage; this is
observed for higher 1D subbands and can be attribute
a diamagnetic shift of the bottom of the 2D subband ed
[20]. Similar parabolic variations of the position of spin
up and spin-down Coulomb blockade peaks have been
served in a quantum dot device [21].

The Fig. 2 inset shows the gate voltage separa
dVg of these two transconductance peaks in positive
negativeBk. The splittingdVg is linear in Bk, and the
value dVg  0.035 V at Bk  0 which can be interpreted
as a zero-field spin splitting with an estimated energy
DE ø 1 meV. We measure bothDE and theg factors of
the n  1 subband from the relationeVsd  2gkmBBS 1

DE, rather than Eq. (1). We have also measured lin
Zeeman splittings of the higher 1D subbands.

Figure 3 shows more clearly, in conductance,
evolution of the0.7 structureas Bk is increased in step
of 1 T. The left hand trace atBk  0 T shows a clear
structure close to0.7s2e2yhd, which by 9 T has shifted
down to e2yh. Figure 3 also shows that the structure
0.7s2e2yhd is not replicated at0.7se2yhd when the spin
degeneracy is removed at highBk, evidence that the0.7
structureis not a transmission effect.

Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of the
conductance step. As the temperature is increased
0.07 to 1.5 K the definition of the plateau at2e2yh be-
comes weaker, whereas the0.7 structurestrengthens and
becomes flatter. The0.7 structureis observable even a
4.2 K (not shown) when all the quantized plateaus ha
disappeared. At present, we are unable to explain this
usual temperature behavior, though it might imply that
0.7 structureis more sensitive to localization than the 1
plateaus. The behavior also provides evidence that the0.7
structureis not due to an impurity, for example, Coulom
charging would be important if there was “puddling” of th
electrons close to pinch-off, but such effects would sho
weakening with increasing temperature. Further evide
for the absence of impurity effects comes from measu
ments where the channel is laterally shifted by60.04 mm
(using the technique described in Ref. [22]); there is lit
movement of the0.7 structureand no degradation of th
higher index quantized conductance plateaus.

Because of the lack of inversion symmetry and the pr
ence of interface electric fields, zero-field spin splitti
can be present in GaAsyAlGaAs heterostructures. Suc
mechanisms will simply lift the spin degeneracy of t
subbands, and for the last subband this will give rise t
spin-split plateau at0.5s2e2yhd rather than at0.7s2e2yhd.
However, it is expected [23] that the energy splitting w
be too smalls,1022 Kd to be important in our devices.
137
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In conclusion, we have measured the in-planeg factors
for the 26 subbands in a very clean 1D constriction.
the wide channel limit we have demonstrated a trans
technique to measure theg factor of bulk GaAs. There is
little anisotropy of theg factors in the constriction, and th
enhancement ofgk andg' as the subband index decreas
is indicative that many-body effects are important
the constriction becomes narrower. We have prese
evidence that the0.7 structureis seen in high mobility
1D electron gases, and is not related to impurities.
cannot explain the origin of this new structure, thou
in a strong in-plane magnetic field we have shown t
the 0.7 structureevolves into the spin-split plateau
e2yh; therefore, we speculate that there is a possible
polarization of the 1D electron gas in zero magnetic fie
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